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Kurzfassung 
Magneto-sensitive Elastomere sind Verbundwerkstoffe, die hauptsächlich aus einer 
Elastomermatrix bestehen, in der magnetischen Partikeln dispergiert sind. Ein ins magneto-
sensitive Elastomer eingreifende Magnetfeld bewirkt Änderungen der Eigenschaften dieses 
Materials.  Diese Qualität macht die MSE zu einer Option mit hohem Potenzial für Soft Robotics-
Anwendungen. Für die Realisierung dieser Masterarbeit wurden MSE-Proben aus einer 
Elastomermatrix, Silikonöl und Carbonyleisenpartikeln hergestellt. 
Tests wurden durchgeführt, um Verbesserungen zu entwickeln, die sich auf Soft-Robot-
Anwendungen konzentrieren, insbesondere bei Endeffektoren. In dieser Arbeit wurden die 
Eigenschaften von magneto-sensitive Elastomerproben in Abwesenheit und Gegenwart eines 
Magnetfeldes experimentell untersucht. Die untersuchungen wurden mittels eines Magnetfeldes 
realisiert, dass durch einen Permanentmagneten induziert wurde. Um die Intensität zu varriieren, 
wurde der Permanetmagent in unterschiedlichen Abständen zur Probe positioniert. Die 
experimentell erhaltenen Ergebnisse wurden verwendet, um den Einfluss der MF über der MSE 
zu verstehen und ein geeignetes Materialmodell unter Verwendung der Finite-Elemente-Methode 
zu entwickeln. 
  
  
Abstract 
Magneto-sensitive elastomers are composite materials made mainly of an elastomer matrix, in 
which magnetic particles are dispersed. A magnetic field applied in the magneto-sensitive 
elastomers achieves changes in the properties of this material. This quality turns the magneto-
sensitive elastomers in an option with high potential in soft robotics applications. In the present 
thesis, samples of magneto-sensitive elastomers containing an elastomeric matrix, silicone oil and 
carbonyl iron particles were produced. 
Tests were performed in order to develop improvements focused on soft robotic applications, 
particularly in end effectors. In this thesis, the properties of magneto-sensitive elastomers samples 
have been experimentally studied in the absence and presence of a magnetic field. The magnetic 
field was induced by a permanent magnet that was moved at different distances from the sample 
to change the intensity of the magnetic field. The results obtained by experiments were used to 
understand the influence of the magnetic field on the magneto-sensitive elastomer and to obtain 
a suitable material model using finite element method.  
  
  
Resumen 
Los elastómeros magneto-sensibles son materiales compuestos hechos principalmente de una 
matriz de elastómero, en la que se dispersan las partículas magnéticas. Un campo magnético 
aplicado en los elastómeros magneto-sensibles logra cambios en las propiedades de este material. 
Esta cualidad convierte los elastómeros magneto-sensibles en una opción con alto potencial en 
aplicaciones de robótica blanda. En la presente tesis, se fabricaron muestras de elastómeros 
magneto-sensibles que contenían una matriz elastomérica, aceite de silicona y partículas de hierro 
carbonilo. 
Se realizaron pruebas para desarrollar mejoras enfocadas en aplicaciones de robótica blanda, 
particularmente en efectores finales. En esta tesis, las propiedades de las muestras de elastómeros 
magneto-sensibles han sido estudiadas experimentalmente en ausencia y presencia de un campo 
magnético. El campo magnético fue inducido por un imán permanente que se movió a diferentes 
distancias de la muestra para cambiar la intensidad de este campo magnético. Los resultados 
obtenidos por experimentos se utilizaron para comprender la influencia del campo magnético en 
el elastómero magneto-sensible y para obtener un modelo de material adecuado utilizando el 
método de elementos finitos. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Motivation of work 
Gripping objects with complex shapes without damaging them has been a challenge in the development 
of grippers [1]. Soft robotic grippers are those that have a high potential to solve this problem. There is 
a wide variety of materials that are being implemented in soft robotic applications, but above all, the use 
of intelligent materials has been intensified [2]. Despite the great variety of soft robotic grippers that are 
being developed with the use of smart materials, few studies have exploited the potential of magneto-
sensitive elastomers. Therefore, the possibility to exploit that potential is open and it is a great 
opportunity to discover new behaviors or effects in this novel material. 
For being a new material in the field of soft robotics, different tests can be performed to improve or 
obtain new applications. In addition to carrying out different tests, the concentration can be varied and 
thus the influence of the components can be investigated. 
The magnetorheological properties are characterized by the capacity to be varied by applying a magnetic 
field. The MSE (magneto-sensitive elastomers) also presents that kind of property: the change in 
stiffness, shape-memory effect or magnetostriction. Thus, those are some of the main properties that 
should be taken into account when a soft gripper is designed with MSE. 
In this thesis are studied the following properties of the MSE: the attractive force due to a MF, the 
stiffness changes due to a MF, and the deformation due to a MF. These tests were carried out with 
samples of different concentration. 
1.2. Objectives of the thesis 
The principal aim of this thesis is to study the changes in MSE properties and shape-adaptation quality 
when different magnitudes of static MFs are presented. In addition to that, a comparison between 
experimental results and FEM simulations can be obtained. Thereby, new insides of MSE are achieved 
that will help the approach of future designs and the manufacture of an optimized end-effector for 
gripper applications. In order to achieve the principal aim, the following specific objectives will be 
accomplished in the work: 
 Designing and manufacturing MSE-based samples with different concentrations of silicone oil 
and iron. 
2 
 Implementation of an experimental test stand and measurement of MSE properties (magnetic 
attractive force, stiffness change, shape adaptation) due to different MFs. 
 Material modeling based on experimental results, FEM simulation for samples and comparison 
with experimental results 
  
3 
2. State of the art 
In this chapter, the basic knowledge is presented in order to understand the magneto-sensitive material. 
Then, researches of soft robotics grippers and MSE related to this thesis are introduced. 
2.1. Magneto-sensitive elastomers  
Magneto-sensitive elastomers are composite materials made of an elastomer base, additives as silicone 
oil, and magnetic particles. The main characteristic of the MSE is that it reaches changes in its properties 
by applying a magnetic field. 
There are several magnetic-dependent properties that MSE presents. Among the main features related 
to this thesis are: reversible or tunable stiffness, shape-memory effect and magnetostrictive effect. 
Properties which provide to the MSE with multiple applications in the field of sensors, actuators, soft 
robotic grippers, among others. 
Reversible stiffness is a phenomenon that MSE exhibits when the magnetic particles are polarized due 
to a MF. Consequently, forces are generated between these particles thus transforming the stiffness of 
the MSE. When removing the MF, the MSE returns to its original state, as well as its stiffness [3].  
Shape-memory effect in the MSE is the capability to assume a temporary shape produced by a 
deformation and then recover the original shape. The temporary shape remains present throughout the 
time that the MSE is under the influence of the magnetic field. [4] 
Magnetostrictive effect exhibited in the MSE can be described mainly as a phenomenon of induced 
change in shape and dimensions due to the application of a magnetic field. [5] 
It should be noted that these properties can be controlled according to the requirements of use. However, 
the responses of this material to different conditions must be studied. To understand in a general way 
the behavior of the MSE, it can be treated as the superposition of internal magnetic and elastic forces 
held by the matrix [6] or the addition of viscoelastic properties with zero MF and elastic/plastic 
properties due to interparticle magnetic force [7]. 
But to get an idea of the behavior on a smaller scale, the following can be considered. The behavior 
depends strongly on their magnetic particle’s interaction. Given the magnetically permeable particles 
suspended in the matrix, the creation of a three-dimensional crosslink network is allowed. This network 
is integrated by three adjacent magnetic particles. This network keeps a form that seeks to keep stable 
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when presenting external loads. The stability of this network will be able to support higher loads in the 
presence of an MF [8]. 
2.2. Microstructure of the MSE - isotropic and anisotropic 
Another interesting feature of the MSE is that its microstructure can be altered and controlled. This is 
achieved by applying an MF during chemical crosslinking. This procedure is very common to obtain 
specific behaviors of the MSE because when changing the microstructure, it also changes its properties. 
The result of this manipulation during crosslinking is an anisotropic material [3,7]. 
Under this premise, the MSE can be classified into two class of microstructure: isotropic and anisotropic. 
It is understood that the isotropic MSE is the material cured in the absence of MF. It shows randomly 
dispersed iron particles, and for this reason it is also known as unstructured MSE. On the other hand, 
the anisotropic MSE presents the iron particles linked into chain structures, and it is known as pre-
structured MSE [8,9]. 
Fig. 2.1 clearly shows the microstructural difference in the isotropic and anisotropic MSE. In Fig. 2.1a 
no specific order is observed, but a more uniform distribution of iron particles. While in Fig. 2.1b the 
alignment of the iron particles in one direction is observed.  
  
a) b) 
Fig. 2.1: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of magneto sensitive elastomer (MSE) material 
samples: Fig. a) isotropic material. Fig. b) anisotropic material with the direction of the particle 
alignment (green arrow) [10]. 
The differences between the two materials are not only reflected in the structure [11]. In the following, 
the differences between isotropic and anisotropic MSE will be discussed to justify the used 
microstructure in this thesis. In terms of production, the isotropic MSE does not need a source that 
provides a magnetic field during the curing. Meanwhile, the anisotropic MSE needs that source, 
resulting in a more complex process and equipment of production [12].   
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In terms of achieving an entire microstructure, getting an isotropic MSE needs a proper stirring and 
removing of the gas trapped of the mixture [8]. And in the other hand, getting an anisotropic MSE needs 
also both conditions beside a uniform magnetic flux density through the sample. Nonetheless, the last 
condition is complex to fulfill because the density decreases considerably when the thickness increases 
[12] and it would be necessary a strong MF, generally above 800 mT [8]. 
Finally, the isotropic MSE does not have a microstructure that increases the magneto-sensitive effects 
depending on the relative direction to the magnetic field applied. In contrast to the first microstructure, 
the anisotropic MSE has a certain chain direction [10]. And in order to optimize the magneto-sensitive 
effects, this direction should be considered during the application of the magnetic field [12].  
The comparison between the two microstructures shows the advantages of the isotropic MSE and the 
shortcomings of the anisotropic that evidence the limitations of its applications in the industry [12]. And 
taking into consideration the previous comparison, the isotropic MSE is the chosen material for this 
thesis. 
2.3. Additives - silicone oil 
An MSE can be composed by an elastomeric matrix and magnetic particles, but in order to include or 
modify properties, extra components are added. The type of elastomer selected in this thesis is the 
silicone rubber as they are generally soft and/or deformable at room temperature [11]. The magnetic 
particle selected is iron powder. And the extra component is silicone oil that is the usual component 
added in the manufacture of MSE [8,13] in order to provide the following properties. It promotes a 
reduction of conglutination of the molecules [8]. It also allows an increasing of the plasticity in the 
matrix [14]. And it achieves a better internal distribution of stresses that are reflected under mechanical 
loads [15]. 
These qualities that the silicone oil provides to the MSE are directly related to the microstructure. For 
that reason, is important to understand the interaction of the silicone oil with the other components of 
the MSE: elastomer base and iron particles described in Sec. 3.1. 
A mixture composed by an elastomer and carbonyl iron particles produces an MSE with dispersed 
particles within the elastomeric matrix. Nevertheless, the inclusion of the silicone oil generates a 
different reaction. During the stirring of the mixture, the interaction between the silicone oil and the iron 
particles allows the attachment among them [12]. Consequently, it is produced the formation of scattered 
microstructures within the elastomeric matrix [12]. Fig. 2.2 shows a representation of how are the 
microstructures distributed within the elastomeric matrix using as reference the source [12]. 
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Fig. 2.2: Distribution of microstructures within the elastomeric matrix [12]. 
The iron particles are lubricated due to the presence of the silicone oil. Thus, the particles are able to 
slip inside the microstructure. When applying an MF penetrating the MSE with silicone oil, the iron 
particles are magnetized and moved. Subsequently, the microstructures experience a reordering, turning 
into more regular constructions that increase the magneto-rheological (MR) effects [12]. Fig. 2.3 
presents two images in which the difference is shown between an MSE without silicone oil (Fig. 2.3 a) 
and an MSE with silicone oil (Fig. 2.3 b).  
   
a) b) 
Fig. 2.3: Fig. a) MSE without any silicone oil, the particles disperse randomly in the matrix. Fig. b) 
MSE with 20% of silicone oil, the particles are attached to each other and form a partial microstructure 
[12]. 
Silicone oil viscosity 
Studies and experiments revealed that in the MSE behavior a clear dependence exists between the 
quantity and viscosity of the used silicone oil. To determine the type of silicone oil used for MSE 
samples, previous works related to this thesis were taken as a reference [16,17,18]. First of all, these 
works consisted of a comparison of the shape adaptation using field-induced plasticity in MSE samples 
with silicone oils of different viscosities. The usual viscosity given by the providers is the cinematic 
viscosity, so the values were: 5, 200, 500 and 1000 cSt. The results of these tests showed that samples 
with oils of higher viscosity achieve a significantly higher shape saving capability. The second part of 
that work was concerned in the comparison of the stiffness changes due to a static magnetic field in the 
same MSE samples from the first test. The results showed a greater change of the elastic modulus for 
20 μm 20 μm 
Elastomeric 
matrix 
Microestructure 
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the MSE sample with the 500 cSt silicone oil. Hence, according to both tests, the silicone oil with 500 
cSt was selected for future studies, including this thesis. 
2.4. Permanent magnet 
For this thesis and the studying of the MSE, different tests were carried out that to a large extent 
depended on the use of a magnetic field. Due to the necessity to reach high MF values, a permanent 
magnet was used for the experiments.  
The permanent magnet used, S-70-35-N, was provided by Supermagnete. This magnet with disc shape 
(Fig. 2.4) has a 70 mm diameter and a 35 mm height. Its main features indicated by the provider are 
the remanence field or residual magnetism (Br): between 1.32-1.37 T. The coercive field strengths bHc 
and iHc: between 860-995 kA/m and above 955 kA/m respectively. To review more the properties of 
the permanent magnet, examine Appendix A. 
Furthermore, with this magnet it an axially symmetric MF can be obtained, but not uniform in the 
thickness direction [19]. In order to obtain the value of the MF at different distances from the magnet, 
equation (1) can be used [20]. Based on this equation, the magnetic field reached at the surface of the 
magnet (z=0) is 466 mT or 4.66 kG. This value decreases with the increasing of the distance z. 
 
𝐵 = 𝐵𝑟2 ( 𝐷 + 𝑧√𝑅2 + (𝐷 + 𝑧)2 − 𝑧√𝑅2 + 𝑧2) (1) 
where:  
B: Magnetic Field 
Br: Remanence field, independent of the magnet's geometry  
z: Distance from a pole face on the symmetrical axis 
D: Thickness (or height) of the cylinder 
R: Semi-diameter (radius) of the cylinder 
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Fig. 2.4: Diagram of magnet dimensions [20]. 
Additionally, the magnet capacity can be described by the following property given by the provider, 
adhesive force [21]. It quantifies approximately the maximum capacity of attractive force between the 
magnet and an iron plate. For the case of an iron plate 10 mm thickness, the adhesion diagram is shown 
on Fig. 2.5.  
 
Fig. 2.5: Adhesion diagram of permanent magnet S-70-35-N [22]. 
2.5. Soft robotic grippers 
The use of new technologies and materials in the field of gripping and manipulation has resulted in the 
development of soft robotics grippers.  
One of the most common problems or challenges in the design of a gripper is the ability to manipulate 
an object with a non-regular shape without damaging it. This type of grippers (with soft robotics 
technology) have many advantages, such as: they are capable to adapt their shape to the surface of the 
object. This property can be used in different shapes and also it is a reliable gripping. For these reasons 
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this type of gripper is valuable in the industry to accomplish the requirement to grab uncommon or 
unknown objects especially deformed ones. [1] 
To manufacture these grippers the components that are used must be flexible and soft. Nowadays there 
are advanced materials that meets the previous requirements and are studied for their properties; for 
example, silicone elastomers, shape memory materials, active polymers and gels [2]. 
This property of soft gripping can be accomplished by three different technologies: actuation, controlled 
stiffness or controlled adhesion [2]. 
The method of gripping by controlled stiffness consists first in setting the gripper in its “soft” 
configuration, then approaching the object to be grabbed and it must be enveloped by the gripper 
molding its geometry, and by last the configuration of the gripper must be changed by stiffening it and 
in that way the object is held through caging [2]. When the inside object must be released, the “soft” 
material returns to a more fluid state to allow it released [1].   
This technology uses materials that can change their viscosity. The configuration of the gripper typically 
is with an outer skin with these materials inside, which can be electrorheological (ER) fluid, 
magnetorheological (MR) fluid, or pellets. [1] 
2.5.1. Related works  
Hemispherical end effector made of MSE layer 
The most recently study related to this thesis, is the work realized by Y. Jin [23].  An MSE end-effector 
was developed for that work. The gripper with hemispherical shape had a layer of MSE and elastomer, 
filled by air and oil. In order to develop this end effector, properties of the MSE as the stiffness and the 
field-induced plasticity were studied. This gripper provides some advantages: recording a shape under 
an MF, gripping objects with different shapes and changing its properties by the application of an MF. 
The gripper is shown in Fig. 2.6.  
This MSE gripper operates in the following way: it is deformed by an external load (object with specific 
shape). Without removing the load, a MF is induced by a permanent magnet for the deformed gripper. 
Then, maintaining the MF, the load is removed, obtaining a gripper with the object shape recorded. After 
removing the MF, the gripper recovers its initial hemispherical shape. 
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Fig. 2.6: MSE gripper under an MF, saving the shape produced by the cube [23]. 
Magnetorheological fluid-based robotic gripper 
C. M. Hartzell [24] as well as Y. Okatani and T. Nishida [25] developed and fabricated universal grippers 
that work by applying a magnetic field. These grippers had a similar structure: an MSE membrane and 
inside a magnetorheological fluid composed of iron and oil. The MF was produced by an adjustable 
electromagnet. These grippers can reach holding forces of high values due to the application of a 
magnetorheological fluid under a MF. Their capability to hold also depend on the housing, geometry, 
and composition.  
In the Fig.2.7 the result of the deformed gripper designed by C. M. Hartzell [24] is shown. In this image, 
the in influence of the housing is exhibit. Fig. 2.7a shows a housing that does not present an extra 
restriction, while Fig. 2.7b presents a collar housing that limits the radial deformations.  
In Fig.2.8 the structure of the gripper developed by Y. Okatani and T. Nishida [25] is shown. Among 
the main characteristics of this gripper, is the using of a novel magnetorheological fluid called MRα 
fluid.  
            
Cube 
MSE 
gripper 
Permanent 
magnet 
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a) b) 
Fig. 2.7: Magnetorheological fluid-based gripper: Fig. a) with normal housing, Fig. b) with collar 
housing [24]. 
  
Fig. 2.8: Universal robot gripper using MRα fluid [25]. 
Composite elastomer with magnetically shape-memory 
In this work the shape-memory effect in magnetic composite elastomer was studied [4]. Although a 
gripper with this material was not fabricated, the results obtained by this author are useful to understand 
more about the behavior of magnetic composites under MFs.  
The test performed to evaluate this effect followed these steps: a disk of the composite material was 
embossed with a certain profile. Then, a MF was applied and for several days the disk was under the 
same MF. The shape was retained for that time, but when the MF was removed, the disk recovered its 
initial form (Fig. 2.9). It can be concluded that shape-memory is presented as long as the MF is also 
present. 
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housing 
Collar 
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Fig. 2.9: Shape memory effect presented in composite elastomer [4]. 
Versaball 
Versaball is a jamming-based robotic gripper and is commercialized by EmpireRobotics. This gripper 
has a flexible membrane filled by granular material. This gripper provides some advantages: the capacity 
of grip a wide variety of randomly shapes objects and adapt the shape of the objects. Furthermore, it can 
change its stiffness by controlling the pressure of the air inside the gripper. The gripper is shown in Fig. 
2.10. 
This gripper operates in the following way: by modulating the air pressure the stiffness is reduced and 
the gripper is able to cover the object. After the shape of the object is copied, the stiffness increases and 
the object get hold by the gripper. To release the object, the pressure is reduced again. 
 
Fig. 2.10 Versaball: jamming-based robotic gripper [26].   
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3. Experiments 
For this thesis, several MSE samples were fabricated and tested in order to study the changing of 
properties related to soft robotics applications. In this chapter, for each test the fabrication of used 
samples is explained followed by the set up and finally, the analyzing of results.  
First, the materials are described that were used for the elaboration of the MSE samples. Then, the whole 
procedure for the three required tests is explained: (i) attractive force due to a magnetic field, (ii) stiffness 
change due to a magnetic field, and (iii) deformation due to a magnetic field. 
3.1. Materials for fabrication of samples 
The magneto-sensitive elastomer is composed by a silicone matrix, magnetic particles and additives that 
give specific properties to the final material. Determining properly the components and their 
concentrations is a fundamental part of obtaining better mechanical properties and greater magneto-
sensitive effects [3,27]. 
3.1.1. Silicone matrix: Alpa-Sil Classic and Neukasil RTV 26 
The silicone matrix is the elastomeric base for the MSE. Base in which are dispersed randomly the 
additives and magnetic particles. This base consisted of two components: a liquid silicone rubber base 
and a curing agent or catalyst.  
In the first stage Alpa-Sil Classic was used. For a second stage a change of the materials provider was 
necessary, thus Neukasil RTV 26 was used that showed similar behavior regarding the properties and 
the processing.  
Alpa-Sil Classic 
At the beginning of the experiments and in previous works related to this thesis [17], the silicone matrix 
used was Alpa-Sil Classic provided by Alpina Technische Produkte GmbH. For this silicone, the base 
was component A and the curing agent was component B.  
Relevant features pointed by the provider in terms of processing this material are the density: 1.05g/cm3 
and 1.10 g/cm3 for components A and B respectively. The hardness of the silicone produced: arranged 
to be from 6 to 8 in the Shore A scale. And the vulcanization time is a matter of minutes. Thus, the 
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processing time must be controlled and the carrying out should take around 5 to 10 minutes. Concluded 
that time, the vulcanization is started and it is not advisable to handle the mixture. 
According to the provider, those components have a curing process by addition that provides advantages 
as far as production is concerned. E.g. the curing can be heat accelerated or can exhibit virtually no 
shrinkage when cured at room temperature.  
For recommendation of the provider, the mass proportion followed between components A and B should 
be 10:1 respectively. And for a proper mixture stirring, the order of component addition into the beaker 
is as follows: component A is the first constituent of the mixture. Then, the additive that gives specific 
properties are added. Finally, component B is added. 
In order to obtain a bubble-free vulcanized material, it is suggested to place the beaker with the mixture 
inside a chamber vacuum at the end of the stirring. Consequently, the gas trapped in the mixture is 
removed. It is essential to realize this process for the preservation of the magnetic permeability and the 
uniformity of the MSE [8].  
In the appendix B are shown all the properties given by the provider for component A, component B 
and the silicone produced.  
Neukasil RTV 26 
The new silicone selected and used to continue the thesis was Neukasil RTV 26 provided by Altropol. 
For this silicone, the base was Neukasil RTV 26 and the curing agent was Neukasil crosslinker A7.  
Important features given for the silicone provider in terms of processing these materials are the density: 
1.2 g/cm3 and 0.96 g/cm3 for the base and the crosslinker respectively. The hardness of the silicone 
produced: approximately 7 in the Shore A scale, reaching a similar value to Alpa-Sil Classic. The 
mixture viscosity before vulcanization: approximately value of 6250 cSt at 25°C. And vulcanization 
time: above 24 hours at 20-25°C. Despite the long time to complete the vulcanization, its speed is also 
temperature dependent, hence it can be accelerated by increasing the temperature.  
According to the provider those components have a curing process by addition-crosslinking without 
separation of reaction products. And the mass mixing ratio between the base and the crosslinker should 
be 5:2 respectively. With this mass ratio is obtained a mixture with 1.12 g/cm3 density. Furthermore, 
appendix C shows the properties given by the provider for both components and the vulcanized mixture.  
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As well as for Alpa-Sil Classic, in order to obtain a bubble-free vulcanized mixture, it is suggested to 
use a chamber vacuum at the end of the blending. And it is important to realize that process to 
accomplish the preservation of the same properties already mentioned [8]. 
3.1.2. Silicone oil 
Additive used for both silicone bases previously mentioned. The silicone oil used was Xiameter PMX-
200 silicone fluid 500 cSt with 0.97 g/cm3 density and it was provided by Xiameter. This additive is also 
described in Sec. 2.3 but for more information and properties given by the provider, review appendix D. 
3.1.3. Iron powder 
The carbonyl iron powder (CIP) works as the magnetic particles that the MSE requires. This is the 
component that gives the magnetic properties to the mixture. The concentration, particle size and 
permeability are the main properties that should be considered when a magnetic particle is selected. The 
CIP was provided by BASF Chemical Company. And it was presented in different grades depending on 
several characteristics. The used grade was CEP CC with a 99.5% minimum percentage of iron, and the 
90% of the particles has size of 6.5-10 µm. For more property details of the CIP, review appendix E. 
A summary of the main properties of the MSE components is presented in Tab. 3.1. 
Tab. 3.1: Properties of silicone matrix, silicone oil and magnetic particles. 
Silicone matrix Alpa-Sil classic Neukasil RTV 26 
cinematic viscosity [cSt] - 6250 
density [g/cm3] 1.05 1.12 
hardness [Shore A] 6-8 7 
vulcanization temperature [ºC] 23 20-25 
vulcanization time 30 min 24 hours 
Silicone oil Xiameter PMX-200 
cinematic viscosity [cSt] 500   
density [g/cm3] 0.97   
appearance Crystal clear   
Magnetic particles Carbonyl iron powder 
grade CEP CC   
Fe min [%] 99.5   
d90 [μm] 6.5-10.0   
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3.2. Attractive force on MSE samples due to a magnetic field 
The aim of this test is to determine and characterize the attractive forces produced by a magnetic field 
on MSE cylinders. This MF was generated by the permanent magnet: disc shape 70 mm diameter and a 
35 mm height; Br of 1.32-1.37 T; bHc of 860-995 kA/m and iHc above 955 kA/m. The MSE cylinders 
were coaxially located with the cylindrical magnet and above it. In order to reach different intensities of 
magnetic fields the sample was being approached to the magnet and located at different distance. Finally, 
the obtaining of the attractive forces consisted of measuring the force exerted on the sample located at 
different distances respect to the magnet. 
For this test several samples were fabricated varying its concentrations and dimensions. This was 
realized with the purpose of analyzing in regards to the attractive forces: (i) the influence of the iron 
concentration, (ii) the influence of the silicone oil’s presence, and (iii) the accumulative effect. 
3.2.1. Sample for test: cylinders of different size 
The MSE samples for this test were made of Alpa-Sil Classic, silicone oil 500 cSt and CIP. As it was 
mentioned, samples of various compositions and sizes were produced for certain purposes related to the 
attractive forces. 
The materials concentrations used for the fabrication of the below MSE samples were based on previous 
works from the same research area to which this thesis belongs [17,18,28]. 
The concentrations in volume (vol.) used from this test were calculated as follows: the iron vol. is 10%, 
20%, 30%, 40% of total vol. Then, silicone oil (sil. oil) vol. is 0%, 45% of total vol. The remaining vol. 
corresponds to the elastomer vol. and it is calculated from the difference of total vol. and iron plus sil. 
oil vol. This elastomer vol. is distributed between the components A and B. In the recommended mass 
ratio A:B (10:1), the silicone oil mass replaced an amount of component A, changing the mass ratio to 
sil. oil+A:B (10:1). The diagram shown in Fig. 3.1 helps to understand the calculations.  
 
 
 
Fig. 3.1: Diagram of volume distribution for MSE. 
MSE ≡ 
iron 
silicone 
oil 
elastomer 
10%, 20%, 30%, 40% of total vol. = iron vol. 
0%, 45% of total vol. = silicone oil vol. 
total vol. - iron. vol. - silicone oil vol.= A vol. + B vol. 
mass B = (mass A + mass silicone oil)/10 
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First, for analyzing the influence of the iron concentration on the attractive forces, were fabricated the 
following samples. MSE cylinders with dimensions: 16 mm diameter (Ø) and 12 mm height (H) as is 
shown in Fig. 3.2a. There were four compositions mainly characterized for the absence of silicone oil 
and for the four volumetric percentages of iron: 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%. Four samples of each 
concentration type were fabricated, giving a total of 16 samples. The mass compositions, volume 
compositions and volumetric percentage of each concentration are shown in Tab. 3.2.  
 
 
 
a) b) c) 
Fig. 3.2: MSE cylinders: Fig. a) Ø16 x H12, Fig. b) Ø16 x H6, Fig. c) Ø16 x H3. Units: diameter Ø 
[mm], height H [mm]. 
 
Tab. 3.2: Mass, volume and volumetric percentage for the concentrations of MSE cylinders Ø16xH12 
without silicone oil and 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% vol. iron. Units: mass [g], vol. [cm3], %vol. [%]. 
Cylinder 
Ø16xH12 
10%vol. iron 20%vol. iron 30%vol. iron 40%vol. iron 
mass vol. %vol. mass vol. %vol. mass vol. %vol. mass vol. %vol. 
Comp. A 2.081 1.98 82.16 1.850 1.76 73.03 1.619 1.54 63.90 1.388 1.32 54.77 
Iron 1.899 0.24 10.00 3.798 0.48 20.00 5.696 0.72 30.00 7.595 0.97 40.00 
Comp. B 0.208 0.19 7.84 0.185 0.17 6.97 0.162 0.15 6.10 0.139 0.13 5.23 
Total 4.188 2.41 100.0 5.833 2.41 100.0 7.477 2.41 100.0 9.122 2.41 100.0 
Then, for analyzing the influence of the silicone oil’s presence on the attractive forces, the samples 
described below were fabricated. MSE cylinders with dimensions: 16 mm diameter (Ø) and 12 mm 
height (H) as is also shown in Fig. 3.2a.  As the main focus was put on the influence of the silicone oil, 
the fabrication of samples with several iron concentrations was not required. For this reason, there were 
only three compositions mainly characterized for the 45% vol. silicone oil and three volumetric 
percentages of iron: 10%, 20%, and 30%. Furthermore, four samples of each concentration type were 
fabricated, giving a total of 12 samples. The mass compositions, volume compositions and volumetric 
percentage of each concentration are shown in Tab. 3.3. 
 
 
H 
Ø 
H 
Ø 
H 
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Tab. 3.3: Mass, volume and volumetric percentage for the concentration of MSE cylinders Ø16xH12 
with 45%vol. silicone oil and 10%vol., 20%vol., 30%vol. iron. Units: mass [g], vol. [cm3], %vol. [%]. 
Cylinder 
Ø16xH12 45%vol. sil. oil 10%vol. iron 
45%vol. sil. oil 
20%vol. iron 
45%vol. sil. oil 
30%vol. iron 
mass vol. %vol. mass vol. %vol. mass vol. %vol. 
Comp. A 0.949 0.90 37.46 0.718 0.68 28.33 0.486 0.46 19.20 
Sil. oil 500cSt 1.053 1.09 45.00 1.053 1.09 45.00 1.053 1.09 45.00 
Iron 1.899 0.24 10.00 3.798 0.48 20.00 5.696 0.72 30.00 
Comp. B 0.200 0.18 7.54 0.177 0.16 6.67 0.154 0.14 5.80 
Total 4.101 2.41 100.00 5.746 2.41 100.00 7.390 2.41 100.00 
To complete the third analysis, the accumulative effect on the attractive forces, additional samples were 
produced. MSE cylinders with two different sizes: 16 mm diameter (Ø) with 6 mm height (H) and 
16 mm diameter (Ø) with 3 mm height (H) as are also shown in Fig. 3.2b and Fig. 3.2c respectively. 
Because the influence of the iron concentration and the silicone oil’s presence on the attractive forces 
were already analyzed, was not required the fabrication of samples with several iron concentrations 
neither the using of silicone oil. Considering this, there were only two compositions principally 
characterized absence of silicone oil and two volumetric percentages of iron: 10%, 20%. Four samples 
of each concentration type and each size were fabricated, giving a total of 16 samples. And the mass 
composition for each concentration is shown in Tab. 3.4. 
Tab. 3.4: Mass composition for cylinders Ø16xH6 and Ø16xH3, MSE without silicone oil and 10%, 
20% vol. iron. 
Mass composition 
[g] 
Cylinder Ø16xH6   Cylinder Ø16xH3   
10%vol. iron 20%vol. iron 10%vol. iron 20%vol. iron 
Comp. A 1.041 0.925 0.520 0.463 
Iron 0.949 1.899 0.475 0.949 
Comp. B 0.104 0.093 0.052 0.046 
Total 2.094 2.916 1.047 1.458 
3.2.2. Testing configuration 
To accomplish the measuring the attractive forces on the MSE samples due different intensities of MF, 
an experimental setup was configured as is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. The principal components of the setup 
were: (i) permanent magnet described on Sec. 2.4, (ii) MSE cylinder contained in a housing (used to 
handle the sample in a controlled volume), and (iii) force sensor. 
The MF induced by the permanent magnet generates forces directed towards the magnet core. For this 
reason and in order to obtain a higher and more uniform magnetic flux through the sample, the MSE 
cylinder was placed above the magnet by matching its symmetric axes.  
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Tab. 3.5: Average magnetic field for the samples for different distances between the magnet upper 
surface and MSE cylinder bottom. 
Distance magnet upper 
surface - MSE cylinder 
bottom [mm] 
Average MF for the 
sample [mT] 
5 328.6 
10 271.6 
15 222.1 
20 180.8 
25 147.1 
30 120.1 
35 98.6 
40 81.4 
45 67.8 
50 56.8 
55 48.0 
60 40.8 
The MF values were calculated with the equation 1 mentioned in Sec. 2.4. Additionally, it was 
considered a relative permeability (µ r) equal to 1 for every MSE cylinders, due to measuring of the MF 
in each point of the samples would be complex during the experiments. In Tab. 3.5 the values are shown 
for the average magnetic field within the samples at different vertical distances from the magnet upper 
surface to the MSE cylinder bottom. The average of MF was obtained with values calculated each 
0.5 mm, from the bottom to the top of the MSE cylinder, located at each step shown in the first column 
of Tab. 3.5. It should be noted that the shortest distance is 5 mm due to the thickness of the housing 
bottom (see Fig.3.3).  
To reach the different intensities of MF above the MSE, the sample was moved to different heights using 
the linear axis while the magnet stayed fixed to the setup base. Starting from a certain distance, the 
sample was approaching to the magnet upper surface and stopping for instants at each step. Thereby, 
the measuring of the attractive forces was realized using the force sensor (see Fig.3.3) during the instants 
in which the sample was stopped at the different distance from the permanent magnet. The force sensor 
had a range of work from -20N to +20N. And to review more information about it, refer to appendix F. 
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Fig. 3.3: Configuration of the setup for attractive forces measurement. 
Additionally, it was taken into account that the housing and stud used to handle the samples had 
influence in the force sensor measurements. The weight or a possible attraction by the magnetic field 
would represent extra forces. Hence, those forces were also measured in order to get separately the 
attractive forces on the MSE samples.  
3.2.3. Testing results 
Influence of the iron concentration on attractive forces 
In order to understand the effect of the iron concentration on the attractive forces exerted above the 
MSE. It was carried out the testing and forces measuring using the samples of dimensions: Ø16xH12 
and concentrations: 00%vol. silicone oil and 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% vol. iron (see Tab. 3.2). The 16 
samples were tested once, obtaining one batch of results per sample. An average of the results obtained 
(attractive forces) was calculated with the samples of each concentration. Additionally, the error of each 
average was calculated by the division of the standard deviation of the results obtained (attractive forces) 
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by the average. The errors are: 2.76%, 0.60%, 0.54%, and 0.67% for concentrations 10%, 20%, 30%, 
and 40% vol. iron respectively. With these values was plotted the graph shown in Fig. 3.4. 
  
 
Fig. 3.4: Attractive forces evaluated at different distance: magnet upper surface - MSE cylinder 
bottom, for samples of MSE with 00%vol silicone oil and 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% vol. iron. 
The plotted curves of attractive forces for MSE of each concentration in Fig. 3.4 got a behavior and 
tendency of results as the expected, taking into account the source reviewed on Sec. 2.4. Moreover, 
making a comparison between the curves shown in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 2.5, it can be clearly noticed the 
similarity between them. And the clear difference of forces is due to the iron amount used in each case: 
iron powder dispersed in an elastomeric matrix and a solid iron plate for Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 2.5 
respectively. Therefore, the iron effectively provides the MSE sample with ferromagnetic properties. 
It can be observed also that the results of attractive forces (Fig. 3.4) adopt similar tendencies between 
them. Reducing rapidly its attractive force values while increasing the distance values. Additionally, the 
forces approach values near 0 N for the largest distances (43-58 mm). 
Another observation is that the attractive force curves for each concentration were plotted one above the 
other (see Fig.3.4).  The ascending order is as follows: MSE with 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40%vol. iron. 
Thereby, the attractive forces for MSE with higher iron concentrations are placed above the ones with 
lower concentrations. E.g. the maximum attractive forces obtained at distance (axis X in Fig. 3.4) 3 mm 
for each concentration: 2.69 N, 5.57 N, 8.37 N, and 11.02 N for 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40% vol. iron 
respectively. Therefore, the iron concentration on the MSE favorably influences the increase in attractive 
forces. This is also demonstrated with the graph of maximum attractive force vs iron concentration that 
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shown in Fig. 3.5. From this graph, it is possible to see a linear relation between the maximum attractive 
force and the iron concentration. 
 
Fig. 3.5: Maximum attractive forces - %vol. iron concentration. 
Additionally, a comparison was made between the values of attractive forces by concentration of iron 
and it was obtained that these were increasing proportionally. In order to present that proportionality, 
the average ratio of attractive forces between the three highest iron concentrations (20%, 30% and 
40%vol.) and the lowest concentration (10%vol.) is shown in Tab. 3.6. 
Thus, with respect to the samples with 10%vol. iron, those with 20%, 30%, and 40%vol. iron obtained 
an attractive force to the magnet approximately equal to 2, 3 and 4 times respectively. These ratios are 
the same in terms of the concentrations of iron. Accordingly, can be considered as directly proportional 
to the relation between attractive forces to the magnet and the iron concentration on the MSE samples. 
Tab. 3.6: Attractive force ratio between cylinders Ø16xH12 of MSE: 00%vol. silicone oil and 20%, 
30%, 40% vol. iron with respect to 10% vol. iron. 
Cylinder Ø16xH12   
Ratio of forces with respect to forces of MSE 10 vol% iron 
20%vol. iron 30%vol. iron 40%vol. iron 
2.002 2.925 3.853 
As is shown in Fig. 3.4 the attractive force reaches higher values while the distance: magnet upper 
surface - MSE cylinder bottom decrease. This behavior is expected because the attractive forces on the 
MSE are caused by a magnetic field which its intensity increases when the distances to the magnet get 
shorter, as Sec. 2.4 explained. According to this, it could be suggested that the magnetic effects of the 
MSE increase when working close to the magnet. 
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Influence of the silicone oil’s presence on attractive forces 
It is sought to understand the effect of the silicone oil by means of the attractive forces analysis since 
this research is oriented to soft robotics applications (grippers) made of an MSE with a considerable oil 
concentration. According to this, additional samples were tested. These samples had the following 
dimensions: Ø16xH12 and concentration: 45%vol. silicone oil and 10%, 20%, 30% vol. iron (see Tab. 
3.3). The 12 samples were tested once, obtaining one batch of results per sample. An average of the 
results obtained (attractive forces) with the samples of each concentration was calculated. Additionally, 
the error of each average was calculated by the division of the standard deviation of the results obtained 
(attractive forces) by the average. The errors are: 0.96%, 0.79%, and 0.83% for concentrations 10%, 
20%, and 30% vol. iron respectively. Based on these results, the graph shown in Fig. 3.6 was plotted. In 
this graph (Fig. 3.6) are also plotted the results for MSE without silicone oil shown in Fig. 3.4 but only 
of the concentrations 10%, 20% and 30% vol. iron. 
 
Fig. 3.6: Attractive forces evaluated at different distance magnet upper surface - MSE cylinder bottom, 
for samples MSE 00%vol. silicone oil and MSE 45%vol. silicone oil. 
The curves of attractive forces for MSE samples with the 45%vol. silicone oil samples also followed the 
two expected results. First it is seen that the forces decrease as the distance to the magnet increases [29]. 
It can also be seen that the forces increased proportionally to the concentrations. Making a comparison 
again with respect to the results obtained for 10%vol. iron, Tab. 3.7 is obtained. In which it is seen that 
the results were double and triple for 20%vol. and 30%vol. respectively. 
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Tab. 3.7: Attractive force ratio between cylinders of MSE: 45%vol. silicone oil and 20%, 30%vol. iron 
with respect to 10%vol. iron. 
Cylinder Ø16xH12   
Ratio of measured forces with respect to forces of MSE 10 vol% iron 
45%vol. sil. oil 
10%vol. iron 
45%vol. sil. Oil 
20%vol. Iron 
45%vol. sil. Oil 
30%vol. iron 
1.000 1.933 2.807 
In Fig. 3.6 it is also observed that the results of attractive forces for samples with 45%vol. silicone oil 
are above the results of samples without silicone oil. This indicates that the MSE sample with silicone 
oil is experiences a greater attractive force. It should be noted that the iron mass and iron volume 
concentration for both samples, with and without silicone oil, is the same as shown in Tab. 3.2 and 
Tab. 3.3. 
The influence of the presence of the silicone oil in the samples is best explained by a percentage 
comparison of the increase in forces as shown in Tab. 3.8. The increase in forces might be attributed to 
the characteristics that oil would give iron particles [12], as is explained in Sec. 2.3. This characteristic 
refers to the possibility of partially allowing the rearrangement or alignment regarding the flow lines of 
the magnetic field. Thus, it is raised the hypothesis that the alignment of the particles would contribute 
to greater magnetorheological effects. Effects that also includes a higher attractive force in comparison 
to disordered particles and with greater difficulty of alignment to the magnetic field. 
Tab. 3.8: Force increase for MSE with 45%vol. silicone oil respect to MSE with 00%vol. silicone oil. 
Cylinder Ø16xH12   
Force increases 45%vol. sil. oil respect to 00%vol. sil. oil 
10% vol. iron 20% vol. iron 30% vol. iron 
17.87% 14.94% 14.43% 
 
Accumulative effect on attractive forces 
The accumulative effect describes the capacity to sum the properties measures of small bodies to obtain 
the properties measure of a larger body. In order to understand the accumulative effect of the attractive 
forces realized on the MSE. It was carried out also the forces measuring of samples with two smaller 
dimensions (see Fig. 3.2b and Fig. 3.2c) with concentrations: 10%, 20% vol. iron (see Tab. 3.4).  
The 16 samples were tested once, obtaining one batch of results per sample. An average of the results 
obtained (attractive forces) with the samples of each concentration and size was calculated. The error of 
the averages was calculated in the same way as the previous ones. These errors are: 4.05%, 1.79%, for 
dimension Ø16xH6 and Ø16xH3 of concentration 10%vol. iron respectively; and 1.16%, 1.76% for 
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dimension Ø16xH6 and Ø16xH3 of concentration 20%vol. iron respectively. Sums were performed with 
the forces of two 6 mm height samples, located every 6 mm at the measurement points (see Fig. 3.7). 
Other sums were also performed with forces of 4 contiguous test pieces of 3 mm height (see Fig. 3.7). 
With the results of these sums and the forces of the 12 mm height samples, a graph of accumulated 
attractive force - distance to the magnet is plotted and shown in Fig. 3.8. 
 
 
 
 
a) b) c) 
Fig. 3.7: Diagram of contiguous positions for MSE samples: Fig. a) Ø16xH12, Fig. b) Ø16xH6, and 
Fig. c) Ø16xH3. Units: [mm]. 
 
  
Fig. 3.8: Accumulated attractive force for MSE: 00%vol. silicone oil and 10%, 20% vol. iron. 
The graph (Fig. 3.8) shows the results of the sums of forces, but these results were not exactly as 
expected. It was expected that the sums of forces would reach approximately the same values, for both 
the concentration of 10% iron and 20% iron. 
The differences observed between the results of the sums forces may be due to sources of error during 
the sample fabrication (mass error) or the forces measuring. In the Tab. 3.9 is shown the theoric and 
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average real masses besides the mass error. From the values shown (Tab. 3.9), it is observed that the 
greatest errors are given for the test pieces of Ø16xH3. This is also reflected in Fig. 3.8 that shows a 
greater difference between the sum forces curves for 1 x Ø16xH12 and 4 x Ø16xH3 in both 
concentrations. As well as a smaller difference between the sum forces curves for 1 x Ø16xH12 and 2 
x Ø16xH6 in both concentrations, since the error between of theoretical and real mass for these is 
smaller. In order to demonstrate a relation between attractive forces and the mass error, a graph of 
maximum force – mass error is plotted and shown in Fig. 3.9. From this graph is possible to see a linear 
curve that confirms a simple relation between the accumulated force and the mass error. Following the 
linear regressions with high coefficient of determination (Fig. 3.9), possible values can be obtained for 
accumulated forces with mass error 0%. The values are: 6.012 N and 2.762 N for concentration 10% 
and 20% vol. iron respectively. 
Tab. 3.9: Comparison of theorical and real mass for MSE samples. 
  Theorical mass [g] Average real mass [g] Mass error [%] 
00%vol. sil. oil - 10%vol. iron     
Ø16xH12 4.19 4.12 1.59% 
Ø16xH6 2.09 1.98 5.37% 
Ø16xH3 1.05 0.95 9.61% 
00%vol. sil. oil - 20%vol. iron     
Ø16xH12 5.83 5.67 2.73% 
Ø16xH6 2.92 2.73 6.53% 
Ø16xH3 1.46 1.33 8.59% 
 
Fig. 3.9: Maximum accumulated attractive force vs mass error for MSE: 00%vol. silicone oil and 
10%, 20% vol. iron. 
Given the results on Tab. 3.9 and Fig. 3.9, it can be considered the existence of the source of error on 
the masses of the samples. Furthermore, despite de differences between the curves of attractive forces 
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sums (Fig. 3.8) a certain approaching between the curves is reached. Therefore, it would be hypothesized 
that the attractive forces on the MSE exhibit an accumulative effect and it may be increased by reducing 
the sources of error. 
Considering the accumulative effect presented by the MSE, it can be understood that an MSE sample 
can be discretized in small parts and distribute its effect (attractive force) proportionally to the size of 
those parts. It is observed that the forces of two 6 mm height samples located one above the other 
(Fig.3.7) would add an approximate force to the 12 mm sample. In the same way, the force of four 3 mm 
samples (Fig.3.7) add up to a force of approximately 12 mm sample. By having the same behavior for 
the 10% and 20% iron samples, it can be indicated that the discretization of the attractive forces will be 
independent of the iron concentration of the MSE sample. 
3.3. Stiffness changes due to a magnetic field 
The aim of this test is to determine the influence of the MFs on the MSE properties, mainly the stiffness. 
Compression tests under different MFs were carried out for MSE cylinders of several concentrations. 
The variation of the MF magnitudes was reached by moving the permanent magnet away and close to 
the MSE samples. The results obtained with this test were analyzed and used to determine the MSE 
concentration able to offer better properties for soft robotics applications (grippers). 
As it was mentioned on Sec.3.1.1, the silicone matrix was changed and obtaining as components for the 
MSE: Neukasil RTV 26, silicone oil 500cSt, and CIP. Consequently, the concentrations were also 
changed looking for improvements. The concentrations in volume (vol.) used from this test onwards 
were calculated as follows: the iron vol. is 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% of total vol. Then, the remaining vol. 
is calculated from the difference of total and iron volumes. This remaining vol. is distributed between 
the silicone oil and the elastomer RTV 26. The silicone oil vol. is calculated from the 45% of the 
remaining vol. while the other 55% of volume correspond to the elastomer vol. The diagram shown in 
Fig. 3.10 helps to understand the calculations.  
 
 
 
Fig. 3.10: Diagram of volume distribution for MSE. 
MSE 
iron 
elastomer 
+ silicone 
oil 
≡ 
10%, 20%, 30%, 40% of total vol. = iron vol. 
Remaining vol. (R): 
45% R = silicone oil vol. 
55% R = elastomer vol. 
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When the elements are mixed, the elastomer and the silicone oil form an elastomeric matrix that serves 
to contain the iron particles. Taking this into account in addition to the new proportion between the 
matrix components, it can be concluded that the matrix will have a volumetric concentration of 45% 
silicone oil, independently of the iron concentration in the MSE.  
Therefore, for all the tests the same elastomeric matrix was used. This provides mainly two 
characteristics: greater uniformity over the fabrication of the MSE and more order in the property 
comparison depending on the composition. 
The samples used for the compression test were MSE cylinders with dimensions: 16 mm diameter (Ø) 
and 12 mm height (H) as is shown in Fig. 3.2a. There were four compositions mainly characterized for 
the matrix 45%vol. silicone oil and the four volumetric percentages of iron: 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40%. 
Four samples of each concentration type were fabricated. The mass compositions and volumetric 
percentage of each concentration are shown in Tab. 3.10.  
Tab. 3.10: Mass and volumetric percentage for cylinder Ø16xH12 of MSE matrix 45%vol. silicone oil 
and 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%vol. iron. Units: mass [g], %vol. [%]. 
Cylinder 
Ø16xH12 Matrix 45%vol. sil. oil - 10%vol. iron 
Matrix 45%vol. sil. 
oil - 20%vol. iron 
Matrix 45%vol. sil. 
oil - 30%vol. iron 
Matrix 45%vol. sil. 
oil - 40%vol. iron 
mass %vol. mass %vol. mass %vol. mass %vol. 
RTV 26 0.955 33.00 0.849 29.33 0.743 25.67 0.637 22.00 
Sil. oil 500cSt 0.948 40.50 0.843 36.00 0.737 31.50 0.632 27.00 
Iron 1.899 10.00 3.798 20.00 5.696 30.00 7.595 40.00 
A7 0.382 16.50 0.340 14.67 0.297 12.83 0.255 11.00 
Total 4.184 100.00 5.829 100.00 7.474 100.00 9.119 100.00 
This test was based mainly on the compression of the test samples made of MSE under the influence of 
a magnetic field. For this, the standard ISO 7743: Rubber, vulcanized or thermoplastic – Determination 
of compression stress-strain properties, was used adding the required conditions for this thesis. These 
conditions are: the use of a different type of material (MSE) to the one commonly tested with the ISO 
7743 and the application of an MF during the test which is not considered by the ISO 7743. 
For the performance of the test, the use of the setup shown in Fig. 3.11 was required. The MSE sample 
is placed between the upper and lower compression plates. The upper compression plate is connected to 
the force sensor by a stub. While the lower compression plate is fixed to the cylindrical support. The 
cylindrical support is also used to move the permanent magnet away and close to the MSE samples. In 
addition, a thin layer of oil was placed in both compression plates in order to reduce friction with the 
samples, as recommended in ISO 7743. To prevent that the sample could escape from the compression 
area, the lower compression plate was designed with a hole of higher diameter than the sample and 
2 mm depth.  
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Fig. 3.11: Configuration of the setup for compressive forces measurement. 
This test was divided into three parts, the first was the compression for initialization of the samples in 
the absence of a MF. The second part consisted on the compression and force measurement performed 
in the absence of a MF. And the third part consisted on the compression and force measurement carried 
out in the presence of MFs with different magnitudes. 
To obtain a MF of magnitude 0 mT, the permanent magnet shown in the setup (Fig. 3.11) was retrieved. 
And in order to obtain different magnitudes of MF above the MSE sample, the permanent magnet moved 
to different heights. In the setup, it can be observed that the cylindrical support was designed to allow 
the displacement of the magnet in the vertical direction. The magnet was placed in five different 
positions so the samples could be under different intensities of the MF generated by the permanent 
magnet. The location was measured by the distance from the magnet upper surface to the MSE cylinder 
bottom. Tab. 3.11 shows the locations and the magnitudes of the average MF within the sample, 
including the case without MF. The values shown in Tab. 3.11 were calculated in the same way as in 
Sec. 3.2.2, using the equation 1, considering a relative permeability (µ r) equal to 1 for every MSE 
cylinders, and with an average of the magnitudes for MF each 0.5 mm from the bottom to the top of the 
MSE samples. 
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Tab. 3.11: Average magnetic field for the samples at different distances between the magnet upper 
surface and MSE cylinder bottom. 
 
Average MF for the 
sample [mT] 
Distance magnet upper surface - 
MSE cylinder bottom [mm] 
MF_0 0 inf. 
MF_1 8.0 126 
MF_2 78.5 41 
MF_3 94.8 36 
MF_4 115.4 31 
MF_5 141.2 26 
The compression test of the MSE samples was carried out by placing the samples above the hole of the 
compression lower plate. Then, the compression upper plate was descending with a constant speed of 
0.2 mm/s until a setup point and then moving away from the sample with the same speed. The setup 
point was established in order to reach a 3 mm deformation, value obtained by the 25% of the sample 
height (12 mm) as recommended on ISO7743.  
The compression of initialization for the sample was performed giving a deformation of 5 mm four times 
in a row, in absence of MF. This step is needed for the MSE samples, in order to set them a stable state 
in terms of stresses. This state will be present as long as the next compressions, reach lower deformations 
than those given in the initialization [30,31]. 
After the initialization, the compression test for the MSE samples and force measurement were 
performed with MFs of different magnitudes, including magnitude 0 mT (without MF). The four sample 
of each concentration (Tab.3.10) were tested 4 times with MF equal to 0 mT. And for the other MF 
magnitudes, the samples were tested once, in order to obtain the forces for the sample without remaining 
deformations. 
The forces measurements gave graphs of force versus deformation as is shown in Fig. 3.12. This graph 
shows the values while the compression upper plate was compressing the sample and when it was 
releasing the sample. The behavior of the forces curve, revels the hysteresis of the material. The 
hysteresis on the MSE exhibits an expected difference of force values during the load and unload cycles 
[31,32]. But this property was not studied because the results of this thesis will be oriented to the 
grabbing of objects by grippers however the releasing of them has a lack of importance. For this reason, 
only the loading or compressing section was taken into account for the following analysis. 
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Fig. 3.12: Force vs deformation for the four samples of MSE cylinder Ø16xH12, composition matrix 
45%vol. silicone oil and 30%vol. iron, under MF 141.2 mT. 
For the following analysis, the results obtained were averaged according to the iron concentration and 
magnitude of the magnetic field applied, thus giving the compressive force – deformation graphs shown 
in Fig. 3.13. 
From the four graphs, similar behavior can be observed in all the curves. The curves show the increase 
of forces as the intensity of the magnetic field increases. It is observed that the forces curves of MF_0 
(0 mT), are below the others. This means that MSE sample without the influence of MF have lower 
stiffness and because of that it is required lower forces for the same deformation. The curves of MF_5 
(141.2 mT) are the ones that show the greatest force due to the compression, which means that it presents 
a higher stiffness. According to this, it may be concluded that stiffness of MSE samples increases when 
getting higher MF intensity. 
In Fig. 3.13 is shown that the forces reach higher values in the presence of a higher iron concentration 
in the MSE. Tab. 3.12 shows the maximum values measured for each iron concentration, under different 
MF intensities and Fig. 3.13 shows the same values in order to recognize the presence of a saturation. 
But this graph does not show the behavior of a possible saturation. 
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a) b) 
      
c) d) 
Fig. 3.13: Force vs deformation for different intensities of MF, in the MSE cylinder Ø16xH12, 
composition: a) 10%, b) 20%, c) 30%, and d) 40% vol. iron. 
 
Tab. 3.12: Maximum values obtained for different intensities of MF, in the MSE cylinder Ø16xH12, 
composition: a) 10%, b) 20%, c) 30%, d) 40% vol. iron. 
Cylinder Ø16xH12 Maximum values obtained [N] 
MF_0 MF_1 MF_2 MF_3 MF_4 MF_5 
Matrix 45%vol. sil. 
oil - 10%vol. iron 
3.877 3.931 4.165 4.265 4.336 4.492 
Matrix 45%vol. sil. 
oil - 20%vol. iron 
5.557 5.813 6.104 6.355 6.526 7.070 
Matrix 45%vol. sil. 
oil - 30%vol. iron 
8.467 8.887 9.508 10.104 10.557 11.745 
Matrix 45%vol. sil. 
oil - 40%vol. iron 
14.104 14.030 14.771 15.950 17.021 19.495 
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Fig. 3.14: Maximum values obtained for different intensities of MF, in the MSE cylinder Ø16xH12, 
composition: a) 10%, b) 20%, c) 30%, d) 40% vol. iron. 
From Tab.3.12, it is observed that the maximum forces obtained for a lower iron concentration do not 
even reach the maximum forces for the next iron concentration. E.g. the maximum value for 
concentration 10%vol. iron is 4.492 N, while the minimum value for 20%vol. iron is 5.557 N. But in 
the case of 40%vol. iron this tendency was not fulfilled for MF_0 and MF_1. This exception might be 
due to an error on the measuring or of the mass concentration of the samples. Assuming that exception 
as an isolated error, the tendency of the values shows that stiffness increases considerably when the iron 
concentration gets higher percentages. Furthermore, the increase of stiffness due to the iron 
concentration may be exceeds the increase due to MF. 
It was observed on Fig. 3.13 that measured forces increased as the magnitude of MF increased. However, 
the percentage of increase is not the same for all concentrations. Tab. 3.13 shows the increase of values 
that has the forces measured for compression with MF equal to 141.2 mT in comparison to the forces 
measured when there is no magnetic field presence. 
Tab. 3.13: Average force increase for 141.2 mT in comparison to 0 mT for MSE cylinder Ø16xH12, 
composition: a) 10%, b) 20%, c) 30%, d) 40% vol. iron. 
Cylinder Ø16xH12       
Increase of force for 141.2 mT in comparison to 0 mT, at 3mm of deformation 
Matrix 45%vol. sil. oil - 
10%vol. iron 
Matrix 45%vol. sil. oil - 
20%vol. iron 
Matrix 45%vol. sil. oil - 
30%vol. iron 
Matrix 45%vol. sil. oil - 
40%vol. iron 
15.9% 27.2% 38.7% 38.2% 
The table shows that the increase in forces is considerable for the four concentrations. The MSE with 
30% and 40% vol. iron show an increase in force equal to 38.7% and 38.2% respectively, being the 
highest average increments in the four concentrations. It was expected that the greatest increase would 
be seen in the MSE with greater iron concentration (40% vol. iron). However, it can be considered that 
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may be the samples with 30%vol. iron have a composition that benefits that increase. A saturation with 
this concentration (30%vol. iron) is discarded as is shown in Fig. 3.14. Should be remembered that each 
component adds properties to the MSE, hence, the concentration of the other components may be is 
allowing that behavior of the MSE. 
Stress and strain values were obtained using the dimensions of the test samples. These values can be 
observed in Fig. 3.15.  
   
a) b) 
   
c) d) 
Fig. 3.15: Stress vs strain for different intensities of MF, in the MSE cylinder Ø16xH12, composition: 
a) 10%, b) 20%, c) 30%, d) 40% vol. iron. 
Since the stress were obtained from the division of the forces on the transverse area of the test samples, 
they have the same trend as the forces. 
The stresses follow as expected by forming a non-linear curve [19]. This verifies the type of material 
that describes the MSE since it is a hyperelastic material. And within the characteristics of this type of 
material, is the change of the elasticity modulus (E) and therefore, the variation of stiffness [33]. 
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In an elastic material, the graph of stress-strain is linear belonging to the elastic zone of the material and 
from which a constant value of modulus of elasticity (E) could be obtained. Materials with different 
properties including E-modulus will have different stiffness in the same way. For this reason, the MSE 
of each concentration at different intensities of MF were evaluated as if they were different materials, 
but with elastic behavior. In this way, it was possible to verify if they present a different E-modulus as 
a consequence of the MF [32]. 
From the stress-strain graphs (Fig. 3.15) linear regressions of each complete curve were made, in order 
to be able to describe the MSE as elastic materials. Tab. 3.14 shows the values obtained for the minimum 
and maximum magnetic field. 
Tab. 3.14: Results when considering the MSE as an elastic material for the minimum and maximum 
MF. 
  
MF Lineal regression Coefficient of determination 
E-modulus 
[MPa] 
ΔE-modulus 
[MPa] 
Matrix 45%vol. sil. 
oil - 10%vol. iron 
0 mT y = 0.0758x - 0.0008 R² = 0.9910 0.0758 0.012 
141.2 mT y = 0.0878x - 0.0003 R² = 0.9976 0.0878   
Matrix 45%vol. sil. 
oil - 20%vol. iron 
0 mT y = 0.1073x - 0.0012 R² = 0.9874 0.1073 0.029 
141.2 mT y = 0.1363x + 0.0004 R² = 0.9984 0.1363   
Matrix 45%vol. sil. 
oil - 30%vol. iron 
0 mT y = 0.1633x - 0.0023 R² = 0.9829 0.1633 0.061 
141.2 mT y = 0.2243x + 0.0014 R² = 0.9977 0.2243   
Matrix 45%vol. sil. 
oil - 40%vol. iron 
0 mT y = 0.2718x - 0.0053 R² = 0.9708 0.2718 0.113 
141.2 mT y = 0.3846x - 0.0022 R² = 0.9968 0.3846   
Tab. 3.14 shows values of E from 0.0758 MPa to 0.3846 MPa. These values cannot be compared directly 
with results from other studies because the composition and conditions are specifics for this thesis. 
However, the source [32]  will be used to compare the values due to the similarities presented. This 
source carried out compression tests on MSE cylinders made of an elastomeric matrix without silicone 
oil and 33%vol. iron. And with the same procedure shown in Tab. 3.14, values of E were obtained. 
These values of E were approximately: 2.45 MPa and 2.75 MPa for 0 mT and 130 mT respectively. The 
E values of the source [32] are higher than the values of this thesis, but it can be expected since the MSE 
for this thesis uses silicone oil, component that can reduce considerably the stiffness [34]. 
From Tab. 3.14 it can be seen that for each concentration of MSE there is a change in the values of E 
due to the increase of applied magnetic field. In all cases when comparing the results between 0 mT and 
141.2 mT, there is an increase of E-modulus. In addition, as the concentration of iron increases, the 
values and ranges of the E-modulus also increase. 
With this, it can be confirmed that the properties of the MSEs e.g. the stiffness, vary along with the 
intensity of the applied magnetic field and the concentration of its components. 
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3.4. Deformation due to a magnetic field 
The aim of this test is to characterize the deformation of the MSE not by a mechanical load, but by a 
magnetic field. The deformation of the MSE disc was measured under different MF magnitudes. In order 
to reach different intensities of MF the permanent magnet was being approached to the sample and 
located at different distance. Finally, the obtaining of the deformations consisted in measuring the 
location of different points of the sample surface with a laser sensor. The results obtained with this test 
were analyzed and used to determine the MSE concentration able to offer better properties for soft 
robotics applications (grippers). 
This experiment was divided into two parts: (i) evaluation of deformation for MSE discs with four 
concentrations and determining one concentration to perform the second part, (ii) evaluation of 
deformation for MSE disc with four sizes with the selected concentration. For the both parts the MSE 
composite discs were manufactured using Neukasil RTV26, silicone oil and CIP. 
3.4.1. Testing configuration 
This test is based on the measurement of the deformation of a disc, made of MSE, with different 
intensities of an MF. This evaluation used the same structure shown in Sec. 3.3. In addition, housings 
were designed to hold the discs of each diameter and the deformation of the discs in the vertical axis 
(see Fig. 3.16) is measured through the use of a triangulation laser sensor. And as in Sec. 3.3, tests were 
carried out with and without magnet, so at first, the magnet is not placed, and then is included in the 
experimental setup in order to apply a MF to the samples. Fig. 3.16 shows the experimental setup 
including the magnet. 
As seen in Fig. 3.16, the laser sensor points the MSE disc. This was placed at a specific distance so that 
the deformations are within the measuring range of the sensor. The sensor was displaced above the disc 
the disc, making the measurement with steps equal to 1 mm. In this way, the location of the upper surface 
of the disc was measured from the edge to the midpoint of the disc. However, due to the operation of 
the sensor, the measurements at the ends of the disc were not useful for the description of the 
deformation. For this reason, the results show the deformations of all possible points within the 
following range: [-r + 1; r-1], where r is the radius of the discs (Fig. 3.17). 
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Fig. 3.16: Configuration of the setup for deformation measurement of discs due to MF. 
First part: deformation of disc Ø50 
The concentrations used were the same as for tests in Sec. 3.3. Hence, these discs were made of MSE 
matrix 45% vol. silicone oil and 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% vol. iron. One test piece of each concentration 
was manufactured and the main dimensions of these discs were: diameter of 50 mm (Ø), thickness of 
3 mm (H) (Fig. 3.17). The 4 compositions used in the manufacturing are shown in Tab. 3.15. 
 
 
  
Fig. 3.17: Main dimension of MSE disc.  
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Tab. 3.15: Mass composition for disc Ø50xH3, MSE matrix 45%vol. silicone oil and 10%, 20%, 30%, 
40% vol. iron. 
Disc Ø50xH3 Mass composition (mixture) [g] 
Matrix 45%vol. sil. 
oil - 10%vol. iron 
Matrix 45%vol. sil. 
oil - 20%vol. iron 
Matrix 45%vol. sil. 
oil - 30%vol. iron 
Matrix 45%vol. sil. 
oil - 40%vol. iron 
RTV 26 3.68 3.27 2.86 2.45 
Sil. oil 500cSt 3.65 3.24 2.84 2.43 
Iron 7.31 14.61 21.92 29.22 
A7 1.47 1.31 1.14 0.98 
Total 5.06 13.16 24.99 40.56 
The test consisted of making the measurements with 50 mm diameter MSE discs (see Fig. 3.17). The 
disc was held in the housing and was fixed to the cylindrical structure, as shown in Fig. 3.16. Then the 
measurements were started with a zero MF, so there was the only deformation by its weight. Then the 
magnet was incorporated into the structure and the deformations were measured under different 
intensities of MF. For this, it began by placing the magnet at 112 mm from the disc, then it was moved 
closer to increase the intensity of the MF, until a distance of 32 mm between the magnet and the disc. 
Those distance represent the distance between the upper surface of the magnet and the lower surface of 
the disc without deformations. Tab. 3.16 shows all the testing distances. 
The MF shown in Tab. 3.16 was obtained by averaging the MF calculated at different points on the disc, 
considering a relative permeability (µ r) equal to 1 for every MSE discs, and using the equation 1 
mentioned in Sec. 2.4. The points were located on the axis of symmetry of the disc and with steps of 
0.5 mm, from the lower surface to the upper surface, and taking the distances from the disc to the magnet 
shown in Tab. 3.16. 
Tab. 3.16: Distance magnet - MSE disc Ø50 mm for each MF. 
 
Magnetic field 
[mT] 
Distance magnet 
- disc [mm] 
MF_0 0.0 Inf. 
MF_1 11.7 112 
MF_2 18.7 92 
MF_3 32.2 72 
MF_4 61.4 52 
MF_5 88.6 42 
MF_6 107.5 37 
MF_7 131.4 32 
To understand the physical influence of the distance between the magnet and the MSE disc previous to 
the analysis the results, Fig. 3.18 is shown. In the Fig. 3.18a) the distance from the magnet to the samples 
is short, so the disc obtained a high deformation. In the other hand, Fig. 3.18b) the distance was larger 
and the sample does not exhibit a considerable. 
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a) b) 
Fig. 3.18: Fig. a) Disc in presence of a high MF and close to a permanent magnet, Fig. b) Disc in 
presence of low MF and far from the permanent magnet. 
Fig. 3.19 shows the deformations of 50 mm diameter discs and as it was mentioned, the data that is 
shown does not cover the full diameter.  
 
 
a) b) 
 
c) d) 
Fig. 3.19:Graphs deformations vs. diameter for discs Ø50xH3, MSE matrix 45%vol. silicone oil and: 
a) 10%vol. iron, b) 20%vol. iron, c) 30%vol. iron, d) 40%vol. iron. 
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This figure shows the deformations for each concentration used. These deformations are due to the 
weight of each disc, in addition to the attractive force that the MF exerts over them. It is observed that 
the discs concentrate the greatest deformation in the central part. While at the extremes the values 
become closer to zero because it is the part that is fixed to the housing. 
It is observed that the four curves with less deformation, of each graph, are close to each other. Showing 
a minimal influence of the concentration of iron on the deformation at low values of MF. While the four 
curves with greater deformation, the opposite is shown. These curves are clearly separated and show 
greater deformations for a higher MF. 
With a concentration of 10%vol. iron, the smallest deformations are presented, reaching a maximum 
point of -10.47 mm. This low deformation is expected because, as it was possible to see in the results of 
Sec. 3.2, the test pieces with 10% iron obtained lower attractive forces. Based on Sec. 3.2, it is might 
also expect that, as the iron concentration increases, the deformations will increase. However, in Fig. 
3.20 it can be observed that the behavior is different from the expected one. This graph shows the 
maximum values of each curve for each concentration.  
 
Fig. 3.20: Maximum deformation vs. Magnetic field for discs Ø50xH3, MSE matrix 45%vol. silicone 
oil and: a) 10%vol. iron, b) 20%vol. iron, c) 30%vol. iron, and  d) 40%vol. iron. 
The graph shows that the lowest values predominate to the 10%vol. iron curve, however, with low 
intensities of MF, the 30% iron curve shows lower values. After the 10%vol. iron curve, an intermediate 
curve is shown, but this is the 30%vol. iron curve. Finally, the curves of 20%vol. and 40%vol. iron, are 
those that show the highest values and very close to each other. 
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In the graph, can be seen that the disc with 20%vol. iron, having a lower amount of iron, deforms more 
than the disc with 30%vol. iron. On one hand, it shows the lower stiffness that present the MSE with 
20%vol. iron as the results of Sec. 3.3 shown. But on the other hand, from results of Sec. 3.2, a higher 
deformation due to a higher concentration of iron was expected. However, analyzing the mass 
composition shown in Tab. 3.15, the oil mass concentration is approximately 50% higher. This 
difference in the amount of oil is what may be explain that the deformation increases as it intervenes 
directly in the properties of the material. [12]. 
When comparing values of 20% and 40% vol. iron, it can be seen that points of 40%vol. iron curve are 
higher, but the difference is minimal. From Sec.3.3, a higher stiffness was expected for an MSE with 
higher iron concentration, but in this test the MSE disc with high difference in concentration exhibit 
apparently a similar stiffness. Additionally, from Sec. 3.2 a higher difference in deformations for the 
MSE disc with 40%vol. iron and 20%vol. iron was expected because of the high difference of attractive 
force that should generate each concentration of iron under a MF. However, analyzing the mass 
composition shown in Tab. 3.15, the oil mass concentration is higher for the MSE disc of 20%vol. iron. 
This difference in the amount of oil may be explain also this behavior. 
As shown in Sec. 3.2, it is clear that the attractive forces on MSE samples increase with iron 
concentration and consequently, the attractive force above the MSE disc increase its deformations. From 
Sec. 3.3 the stiffness decreases with a lower iron concentration and consequently, the attractive forces 
above the MSE disc are allow to generate larger deformations.  
From this behavior shown by the discs, it can be understood that the deformation of an MSE layer 
obtained under an MF will not depend only on the iron concentration and the attractive force on them. 
But it will also depend on the resulting properties of the concentrations of each MSE. Considering this, 
the disc of MSE with 30%vol. iron is the sample that exhibit in its deformation an equilibrium between 
the attractive forces and the stiffness.  
With the results obtained from this test, it could be considered that the MSE of 20% and 30% vol. iron 
would be convenient to carry out more studies for the good performance that both concentration present. 
In addition, with results from Sec. 3.3 it was determined that the MSE of 30% and 40% vol. iron obtained 
greater changes in rigidity, but using a smaller amount of iron to better see the MSE of 30%. For these 
two reasons, it was decided to use the 30% vol. iron MSE to carry out the following studies. 
Second part: deformation of MSE discs with 30%vol. iron 
The samples for this test were also made by MSE matrix 45%vol. silicone oil and 30%vol. iron. This 
concentration was chosen due to the results of Sec. 3.3 and the first part of this section. Discs of four 
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different diameters were produced and for each type there are 4 samples. The main dimensions of those 
samples were the 3 mm thickness and diameters: 16 mm, 32 mm, 48 mm and 64 mm. The four discs are 
shown in Fig. 3.21. 
 
    a)    b)         c)         d) 
Fig. 3.21: Discs of MSE matrix 45%vol. silicone oil and 30%vol. iron: Fig. a) Ø64xH3, Fig. b) 
Ø48xH6, Fig. c) Ø32xH3, and  Fig. d) Ø16xH3. 
This test consisted in performing the same type of measurement, with discs of diameters: 16 mm, 
32 mm, 48 mm, and 64 mm. In addition to only having a concentration of 30% iron. It should be noted 
that in this test, the discs were analyzed in two different ways. In future work for the design of a gripper, 
the housing of fixing will be taken into account. For this reason, this test is carried out in two different 
ways to observe if there is an influence of the fixing on the deformation. And the circular shape of the 
housing is because the grippers in which is focused this work are hemispherical and consequently the 
housing are circulars too. The Fig. 3.22 shows the two dispositions in which the discs were evaluated.  
    
 
               a)             b) 
Fig. 3.22: Testing dispositions for discs: Fig. a) Up, Fig. b) Down. 
The measurement was started without MF and then the sample deformation was measured with different 
intensities of MF. Different intensities of MF were achieved by varying the height of the magnet (see 
Fig. 3.16). The distances that were used are shown in Tab. 3.17. It should be noted that the distances of 
the magnet to the surface of the discs did not change when changing from the Up to Down arrangement. 
This is because the housing was developed so that the surface closest to the magnet is at the same height 
in both arrangements of the disc.  
The MF values shown in Tab. 3.17 were obtained in the same way as the first part of this experiment. 
Hence, by averaging the MF calculated at different points on the disc, considering a relative permeability 
(µ r) equal to 1 for every MSE discs, and using the equation 1 mentioned in Sec. 2.4. The points were 
X X 
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located on the axis of symmetry of the disc and with steps of 0.5 mm, from the lower surface to the 
upper surface, and taking the distances from the magnet to the disc shown in Tab. 3.17. 
Tab. 3.17: Distance magnet - MSE disc: Ø16, Ø32, Ø48, and Ø64 mm for each MF. 
 
Magnetic field 
[mT] 
Distance magnet - disc 
[mm] 
Disc diameter  
Ø16 Ø32 Ø48 Ø64 
MF_0 0.0 Inf. x x x x 
MF_1 38.1 66.5   x x x 
MF_2 52.6 56.5   x x x 
MF_3 62.5 51.5   x x x 
MF_4 74.9 46.5   x x x 
MF_5 90.3 41.5   x x x 
MF_6 109.7 36.5 x      
MF_7 134.1 31.5 x       
MF_8 164.7 26.5 x       
MF_9 202.6 21.5 x       
MF_10 248.9 16.5 x       
In the case of the 16 mm discs, shorter distances were used in order to produce considerable variations 
of deformations. While for larger discs the use of short distances was limited because the attractive 
forces were higher than the forces of fixing above the discs.  
The results obtained for the 4 discs of each diameter were averaged. And as for the first part of the test, 
the data taken does not cover correctly the boundary between the disc and the housing. The results for 
the deformations of the four sizes of disc and the two positions in which they were evaluated are shown 
in Fig. 3.23. 
From these graphs (Fig. 3.23), a behavior similar to the graphs of discs diameter 50 mm can be noticed. 
As expected, the discs get more deformed as the intensity of MF increases. In addition to concentrating 
the major deformations in the center of the disc because the edges are subject to the housing. 
In the graph, the variation that exists between the deformation curves when the discs are in both positions 
can be seen. The curves of the UP position show a greater deformation than the DOWN position for the 
larger diameters: 32 mm, 48 mm, and 64 mm. However, the differences are not so great as to notice an 
appreciable influence by the clamping mode when there are high magnitudes of MF. 
On the other hand, for the disc of diameter 16 mm, the DOWN position curves reach greater 
deformations. In addition, the differences between UP and DOWN deformations can also be considered 
low. 
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It is important to remember that the MF used to analyze the disc of diameter 16 mm were of greater 
intensity since, with lower intensities, the deformations were not noticeable. Because of this, the 
maximum deformations obtained are similar to those of the 32 mm diameter disc. 
For: Ø16   For: Ø32, Ø48, Ø64 
MF_0 MF_6 MF_7 MF_0 MF_1 MF_2 
MF_8 MF_9 MF_10 MF_3 MF_4 MF_5 
 
 
 
a) b) 
 
c) d) 
Fig. 3.23: Graphs deformations vs. diameter for discs made of MSE matrix 45%vol. silicone oil and 
30%vol. iron, with diameter: a) 16 mm, b) 32 mm, c) 48 mm, and  d) 64 mm. 
It is noticed that having a diameter of 16 mm, the magnetic field on the disc is more uniform than in 
discs with larger diameters. This condition could be one more reason to obtain a different behavior 
compared to the larger discs, in which the magnetic field varies more within its area. It can also be 
observed that the deformations with MF_0 do not follow the general behavior of the disc, the Down 
curve gets above the Up curve. In addition, both curves show positive values indicating in this way that 
the deformation by the weight itself was not significant. And it can be added that the subjection also 
contributed to the surface being above zero.  
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4. Material Modeling  
4.1. Theorical fundaments 
Considering that elastomers belong to the great variety of hyperelastic materials, the MSEs of this thesis 
work will be considered in the same way. The hyperelastic materials are characterized by presenting 
large deformations under low loads, as well as non-linear mechanical properties. Due to this, the non-
linear theory of elasticity is used. Which, with a strain-energy function (W) describes the mechanical 
behavior in energetic terms [35]. 
4.2. Hyperelastic models 
Although the non-linear theory has reached to know and understand the operation of hyperelastic 
materials. Finding a unique hyperelastic model that reproduces the complete behavior of elastomers is 
complicated [33], and this becomes more complicated when the aim is the studying of the MSE behavior. 
Due to this, modeling in Ansys Workbench® with different materials and subsequent comparison was 
carried out in order to achieve an appropriate modeling. These were the following material modeling: 
Neo Hookean (NH), Arruda Boyce (AB), Gent, Blatz Ko (BK), Mooney Rivlin 2 parameters (MR2), 
and Mooney Rivlin 3 parameters (MR3). 
There is a wide variety of models that describe the behavior of hyperelastic materials, however, these 
can be complicated to model due to the number of parameters that may be required [33]. Parameters that 
can be obtained from experimental data. These values were achieved using the Ansys curve-fitting tool. 
This tool fits the model parameters to a set of experimental data, given by the user, using a least-squares 
minimization [36].  
The modeling of a hyperelastic material can be formulated in different ways and within that is the use 
of experimental data [33]. To model the MSE, the data obtained from the Sec. 3.3 experiments were 
required. In this way, was modeled the cylindrical samples of MSE matrix 45%vol. silicone oil and 
10%, 20%, 30%, 40% vol. iron for the different intensities of MF. In this modeling, the magnetic field 
was not modeled since it was sought to know only the behavior of the MSE with the properties already 
established due to the MF.  
In order to obtain the models that best replicate the results of the MSE samples of the four concentrations 
and the six MF intensities, the results under a compressive force of each hyperelastic model were 
compared with the experimental data. This comparison was divided by the four MSE concentrations, 
hence the best models were obtained per each concentration. It sought: to obtain a tendency between its 
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parameters and the MF intensity; to have low errors with respect to the experimental results; to have 
results at tensile stress that can be considered correct since the experimental data was only for 
compressive forces; and to comply with restrictions in the case of models MR2 and MR3. The restriction 
based on the material constants of MR2 and MR3 are: C10 + C01 ≥ 0 with C01 ≥ 0, and C10 + C01 ≥ 0 with 
C11 ≥ 0, respectively [37]. And those constants represent: the elastic behavior (C10) and the deviation 
from the elasticity and increasing of non-linearity (C01, C11) [37]. 
For the MSE matrix 45%vol. silicone oil and 10%, 20% and 30%vol. iron, the NH and MR3 models 
obtained the best results. The initial shear modulus Mu for NH models got a clear tendency of increasing 
with the magnitude of MF (Fig.4.1a). The material constants (C10, C01 and, C11) also got a tendency with 
the increase of MF (Fig.4.1b, Fig.4.1c, Fig.4.1d), but there were two exceptions: the values of 30%vol. 
iron under MF_1, and the values of 10%vol. iron under MF_4 and MF_5.  
The average errors were obtained from the single errors of each force value and for each MF, obtaining 
six average errors per each MSE concentration and material model. The errors with NH models for the 
MSE matrix 45%vol. silicone oil and 10%, 20% and 30%vol. iron were: 1.47% to 6.43%, 1.63% to 
10.38%, and 0.59% to 12.28% respectively. And for MR3 were: 0.86% to 2.24%, 0.52% to 2.57%, and 
0.46% to 3.39, following the same order of MSE concentrations. It can be noticed that the errors for NH 
models are higher than MR3 models, and it may have a base on the using of more parameters. 
For the three MSE concentrations mentioned, NH and MR3 models gave reasonable results for tensile 
stress, even without experimental data from that kind of stress. It means that the values of stress 
increased with the MF and with the iron concentration for the same strain. 
For the MSE matrix 45%vol. silicone oil and 40%vol. iron, the NH models obtained the best results. 
The initial shear modulus Mu also got a clear tendency with the increase of MF (Fig.4.1a). But there 
was an exception for the magnitude of MF_1, and it may be due to the isolated error for the same MSE 
concentration under MF_1 noticed for Tab. 3.12. The errors with respect to the experimental data got 
high values: from 1.69% to 15.63%. But the results for tensile stress were reasonable and can be 
considered useful. 
The other hyperelastic models were discarded due to incomplete or without tendency in its parameters, 
higher errors, or results at tensile stress that cannot be considered useful. In the case of the MR2 model, 
it was discarded due to several values of C01 were negatives. The MR3 model for the MSE concentration 
of 40%vol. iron was discarded for the C11 negative values and the useless results for tensile stress.   
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a) b) 
 
c) d) 
Fig. 4.1: Modeling parameters vs. magnetic field for MSE matrix 45%vol. silicone oil and 10%, 20%, 
30%, and 40%vol. iron. For NH: a) Mu. For MR3: b) C10, c) C01, and  d) C11. 
The values of the parameters for the two hyperelastic models (NH and MR3) are shown in the following 
tables.  
Tab. 4.1: Neo Hookean model for MSE matrix 45%vol. silicone oil and 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40%vol. 
iron. 
%vol. 
iron 
  
MF_0 
(0 mT) 
MF_1 
(8 mT) 
MF_2 
(78.5 mT) 
MF_3 
(94.8 mT) 
MF_4 
(115.4 mT) 
MF_5 
(141.2 mT) 
10% Initial shear 
modulus Mu [MPa] 
0.0189 0.0195 0.0218 0.0226 0.0227 0.0239 
20% Initial shear 
modulus Mu [MPa] 
0.0266 0.0282 0.0328 0.0346 0.0359 0.0394 
30% Initial shear 
modulus Mu [MPa] 
0.0387 0.0427 0.0502 0.0552 0.0592 0.0666 
40% Initial shear 
modulus Mu [MPa] 
0.0582 0.0534 0.0666 0.0767 0.0860 0.1014 
10%, 
20%, 
30%, 
40% 
Incompressibility 
parameter D1  
[MPa-1] 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Tab. 4.2: Mooney Rivlin 3 parameters model for MSE matrix 45%vol. silicone oil and 10%, 20%, and 
30%vol. iron. 
Iron 
%vol.   
MF_0    
(0 mT) 
MF_1 
(8 mT) 
MF_2 
(78.5 mT) 
MF_3 
(94.8 mT) 
MF_4 
(115.4 mT) 
MF_5 
(141.2 mT) 
10% Material constant 
C10 [MPa] 
0.0148 0.0154 0.0409 0.0472 0.0439 0.0423 
20% Material constant 
C10 [MPa] 
0.0310 0.0312 0.0780 0.0830 0.0934 0.1136 
30% Material constant 
C10 [MPa] 
0.0304 0.0226 0.1264 0.1500 0.2074 0.2340 
10% Material constant 
C01 [MPa] 
-0.0049 -0.0051 -0.0273 -0.0326 -0.0296 -0.0274 
20% Material constant 
C01 [MPa] 
-0.0165 -0.0159 -0.0559 -0.0594 -0.0681 -0.0848 
30% Material constant 
C01 [MPa] 
-0.0107 -0.0013 -0.0923 -0.1109 -0.1609 -0.1813 
10% Material constant 
C11 [MPa] 
0.0020 0.0018 0.0100 0.0118 0.0108 0.0092 
20% Material constant 
C11 [MPa] 
0.0077 0.0072 0.0199 0.0205 0.0235 0.0294 
30% Material constant 
C11 [MPa] 
0.0074 0.0013 0.0346 0.0395 0.0577 0.0638 
10%, 
20%, 
30% 
Incompressibility 
parameter D1 
[MPa-1] 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
In this thesis work was observed interesting results and behaviors for the MSE of matrix 45% vol. sil. 
oil and 30% vol. iron (see Sec. 3.3 and Sec. 3.4). Hence the results of the two material models and the 
experimental data for this MSE concentration are shown in Fig.4.2. With those graphs, the behavior of 
the results can be analyzed. For MF_0 and MF_1 the curves do not show inflections and the difference 
between them are minimal. From MF_2 to MF_5 the experimental curves show a light inflection that 
increases with the MF. The NH curves exhibit an increase of difference with the experimental curves, 
while the MR3 curves exhibit a slight difference with the experimental curves as well as inflections. The 
MR3 curves can fit better with the experimental values and even with the inflections, due to the 
parameters that allow this material model to vary the non-linearity of the curves. In spite of the great 
potential that MR3 shows, it is complicated in some cases to get the correct parameters to fit a curve 
and comply with the restrictions.  
According to the analysis made for the material models and experimental data, it was concluded that for 
the single concentrations of MSE matrix 45%vol. silicone oil and 10%, 20% and 30%vol. iron the model 
of Mooney Rivlin 3 parameters was the suitable material model in order to replicate the experimental 
results and get values for tensile stress, for different MF intensities. It was also concluded that for the 
whole group of concentrations, MSE matrix 45%vol. silicone oil and 10%, 20% and 30%vol. iron, the 
Neo Hookean model was the most adequate option, even with higher differences with the experimental 
results than MR3 models got. This conclusion is based upon the clear tendency that the parameters 
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adopted with the increase of MF, the reasonable results for tensile stress, and the low complexity that 
this material model presents to fit the experimental results in comparison with MR3 model. 
 
a) b) 
 
c) d) 
 
e) f) 
Fig. 4.2: Compressive forces vs deformation in MSE of matrix 45% vol. sil. oil and 30% vol. iron 
under different magnitudes of MF.  
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5. Conclusions and future work 
In this work a study of the dependence of MSE properties based on MF induced by a permanent magnet, 
beside an MSE composition favorable for soft robotic applications is presented.  
In this chapter the most remarkable conclusions, possible future works of the work are presented.  
5.1. Conclusions 
As concluded on the Sec.3.2, the attractive forces due to a MF on the MSE samples, exhibit a 
considerable degree of accumulative effect, and this effect may be increased by reducing the sources of 
error. Furthermore, a discretization of mass can be linked to the magnetic forces above an MSE sample. 
This characteristic of the MSE can be considered a property useful to analyze higher dimensions samples 
from the analysis of smaller and simpler pieces of MSE. 
It is concluded from Sec. 3.3 that stiffness on MSE samples depends considerably on the MF applied 
and on the volumetric percentage of iron. Nevertheless, the influence of the iron exceeds the influence 
of MF. Furthermore and besides the increase of stiffness due to the iron concentration, the MSE with 
matrix 45%vol. silicone oil and 30%vol. iron obtained a 38.7% of increase in compressive force, similar 
to the MSE with 40%vol. iron. Concluding that this increase does not depend on the iron concentration 
of the MSE. 
As concluded on the Sec.3.4, discs of MSE with matrix 45%vol. silicone oil and 30%vol. iron exhibit 
an equilibrium between the deformation that attractive forces (due to a MF) generate and the 
deformation that the stiffness can allow. This can be applied on the development of MSE gripper in 
order to control the induced deformations by MF during the gripping.  
It is concluded considering the experiments carried out, that a balance in the concentrations of MSE 
components can give great results with magneto-sensitive effects. Thus, that composition could present 
great changes in properties, mainly the stiffness. Therefore, the concentration that was defined as the 
one that provides the best results for soft robotic application is MSE matrix 45%vol. silicone oil and 
30% vol. iron. Furthermore, in Sec. 3.3 the E-modulus were obtained for this MSE under different MF. 
These values are in a range: 0.1643-0.2243 MPa for a range of MF: 0-141.2 mT. 
As concluded on Sec. 4.2, with the MSE as a hyperelastic material, the Neo Hookean model was 
stablished as the most suitable model to replicate and predict results of the four concentrations of MSE 
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under the different MF intensities. This is supported by the clear tendency of the initial shear modulus 
Mu with the increase of the MF intensity, and the low complexity to fit experimental results. 
5.2. Future work 
 Tests with higher intensities of magnetic field and grippers made of the MSE compositions 
obtained in this thesis could provide a more complete view of the performance and the features 
of this material. 
 The developed property of discretization on MSE, was proved for magnetic forces. A more 
detailed research focused on this property could extend the application of the discretization to 
other magnetic effects on MSE.  
 Tests of tensile stress under different magnetic fields, in order to evaluate the results predicted 
by the hyperelastic material models obtained for this thesis and improve them to get more 
suitable models. 
 Simulations of MSE behavior under permanents loads, hence, it opens the possibility of 
studying viscoelastic properties as Stress relaxation or softening. With close knowledge of those 
properties, will be able the analysis of the end-effectors holding objects through periods of time. 
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